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INPUT VAT TO BE REDUCED ALSO UNDER CREDIT NOTE 
 

We wish to alert you to case no. I FSK 1281/14 before the Supreme Administrative Court ("SAC"). In 

its judgement of 28 August 2015, the court held that a company which has obtained a cash bonus 

must reduce its input VAT regardless of who granted the bonus and what kind of accounting document 

supports it. 

 

The case involved a company that purchases food products, domestic detergents, cigarettes and 

alcoholic beverages from a distributor. The distributor issued VAT invoices to the company, which 

used the invoices to deduct the input VAT charged to it on those purchases. The Company also had a 

commercial contract directly with one of the manufacturers, with a clause granting the company a cash 

(indirect) bonus tied to an agreed minimum volume of purchases of the manufacturer's products. 

These purchases were sourced by the company from the distributor so that the products were sold to 

the company by the distributor but the related bonuses were paid by the manufacturer. The bonuses 

were supported by credit notes issued by the manufacturer. 

 

The main issue before the SAC was whether the company is required to reduce its input tax on receipt 

of cash bonuses which are supported by credit notes instead of correcting invoices. SAC ruled that it 

is. Thus, even though the company did not receive any correcting invoice because it never purchased 

directly from the manufacturer, it still is required to adjust the input tax amount charged to it by the 

distributor in respect of company's purchases. The adjustment is to be made on the basis of the 

manufacturer's credit note. 

 

This case may affect also the income tax treatment of cash bonuses supported by credit notes under 

similar facts. The issue is whether such a bonus should be treated as income and, if so, then in what 

amount (Is it the amount of the bonus/note or the amount of the bonus less VAT?), or as a (downward) 

adjustment of tax costs associated with these purchases from the distributor. 

 

If this issue pertains to your business and you are interested in our assistance, please contact your 

WTS&SAJA consultant or our office. 
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This Newsletter provides general information and is designed to keep you up-to-date with changes in tax law, tax rulings and 

interpretations, case law development and interesting commentaries. 

Doradztwo Podatkowe WTS&SAJA shall not be held legally liable for any acts or omissions that follow from the contents hereof. 

 
 


